Creating a sustainable future

Our vision is to be a catalyst for an environmentally sustainable future through excellence in research, teaching and campus operations. We measure our impact across ten focus areas.

**OUR INFLUENCE ON THE WIDER WORLD**
We work with our partners to tackle global challenges like climate change.

**OUR SUSTAINABLE CAMPUSES**
We seek to conserve natural resources and provide places where people and nature can regenerate and thrive.

**OUR CATALYSTS OF CHANGE**
Our students and staff underpin our contribution to a sustainable world.

**Travel & Transport**
Increase active commuting to 20%.

**Waste & Recycling**
Reduce general waste by 10% per student.

**Buildings & Campus**
Maintain tree canopy cover of 28% (102,593m²) at Kensington campus.

**Energy & Water Efficiency**
Achieve a NABERS Energy-equivalent rating of 4* for 10 buildings.

**Energy & Climate Action**
Switch to 100% renewable power.

**Investments**
Establish a Responsible Investment Framework.

**Goods & Services**
Align procurement processes with ISO 20400.

**Learning & Teaching**
Develop an 'SDG thinking' module for learning & teaching programs.

**Research & Advocacy**
Continue research and thought leadership on global environmental challenges.

**Engagement & Integration**
Increase student and staff engagement in environmental sustainability.

**Our Students and Staff underpin our contribution to a sustainable world.**
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